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Abstract
Deep generative models (DGMs) have achieved remarkable advances. Semisupervised variational auto-encoders (SVAE) as a classical DGM offer a principled
framework to effectively generalize from small labelled data to large unlabelled
ones, but it is difficult to incorporate rich unstructured relationships within the
multiple heterogeneous entities. In this paper, to deal with the problem, we present
a semi-supervised co-embedding model for attributed networks (SCAN) based on
the generalized SVAE for heterogeneous data, which collaboratively learns lowdimensional vector representations of both nodes and attributes for partially labelled
attributed networks semi-supervisedly. The node and attribute embeddings obtained
in a unified manner by our SCAN can benefit for capturing not only the proximities
between nodes but also the affinities between nodes and attributes. Moreover, our
model also trains a discriminative network to learn the label predictive distribution
of nodes. Experimental results on real-world networks demonstrate that our model
yields excellent performance in a number of applications such as attribute inference,
user profiling and node classification compared to the state-of-the-art baselines.
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Introduction

Network embedding has been receiving significant attention in recent years due to the ubiquity
of networks in our daily lives. The goal of network embedding is to encode entities, e.g. nodes
and attributes, of a specific network into low-dimensional representation vectors, while features
of the network, e.g. nodes’ topological structure [1] and their communities [2], can be decoded
from the inferred embedding vectors. Various graph-based applications, e.g. node classification and
clustering [3, 4], community detection [2, 5], link prediction [6] and expert cognition [7], have been
shown to be able to benefit from network embedding techniques.
Attributed networks as one category of the most important networks are ubiquitous in a myriad of
critical domains, ranging from online social networks to academic collaborative networks, where rich
attributes, e.g. nationalities of the users and journals/conferences the authors published at, describing
the properties of the nodes, are available. Many embedding methods for attributed networks [8, 9, 10]
have been proposed to learn the low-dimensional vector representations of nodes via leveraging their
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topological structure and the associated attributes. In this paper, to further enhance the effectiveness
of the learned representations, we jointly consider whatever information of the network we have
in most real-world scenarios: topological structure and attributes of all nodes, and a few labels
associated with some of the nodes. We refer to such kind of networks owning these information as
partially labelled attributed networks. Embeddings trained with partially label information can be
used to boost the performance of related tasks, where not all the label data are available. For instance,
in tag recommendation for social network users, tags manually labelled for the expertise of some
users can be utilized to train an embedding model to predict tags of those users missing their tags.
A number of works has been proposed to learn low-dimensional representations for networks either in
unsupervised [8, 9, 10] or semi-supervised [11, 12, 13, 14] ways. However, both of the existing unsupervised and semi-supervised attributed network embedding methods learn representations for nodes
only, and thus are not able to capture the affinities/similarities between nodes and attributes, which
are the key to the success of many attributed network applications, such as attribute inference [15, 16]
and user profiling [17]. Moreover, a vast majority of existing works predominately represent node
embeddings by a single point in a low-dimensional continuous space, resulting in the fact that the
uncertainty of nodes’ representations can not be captured.
Deep generative models (DGM) have achieved remarkable advances due to their profound basis in
theoretic probability and flexible and scalable optimizing ability of deep neural networks. Semisupervised variational auto-encoders [18, 19] as a classical DGM offer a principled framework to
effective generalize from small labelled data to large unlabelled ones, but have limited applicability
to incorporate rich unstructured relationships within the multiple heterogeneous entities. To alleviate
the aforementioned problems, we introduce a Semi-supervised Co-embedding Attributed Network
algorithm, SCAN, built based on the generalized SVAE for the heterogeneous data, that is able
to co-embed both attributes and nodes of partial labelled networks in the same semantic space.
SCAN collaboratively learns low-dimensional vector representations of both attributes and nodes
in the same semantic space in a semi-supervised way, such that the affinities between them can be
effectively measured and the partial labels of nodes can be fully utilized. The learned nodes’ and
attributes’ embeddings in the same semantic space are, in turn, utilized to boost the performance of
many down-stream applications, e.g., user profiling [17], where the relevance of users (nodes) and
keywords (attributes) can be directly measured by, e.g., cosine similarity. In our SCAN, we infer
the embeddings of both nodes and attributes and represent them by means of Gaussian distributions.
With the natural property of latent presentations (i.e., Gaussian embeddings in our case), SCAN
innately represents their uncertainty with the corresponding variances of the inferred embeddings.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 1 (1) We generalize SVAE to the heterogeneous
data and propose a novel semi-supervised co-embedding model for attributed networks, SCAN, to
collaboratively learn representations of nodes and attributes in the same space such that proximities
between nodes as well as affinities between nodes and attributes of networks can be effectively
measured. (2) Our SVAE model jointly optimizes a variational evidence lower bound consisting
of five atomic observations based on two entities and two relationships, to obtain the Gaussian
embeddings of nodes and attributes and a discriminator for node classification, where the mean
vectors denote the position of nodes and attributes and the variances capture uncertainty of their
representations. (3) We perform extensive experiments on real-world attributed networks to verify
the effectiveness of our embedding model in terms of three network mining tasks, and the results
demonstrate that our model is able to significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

2

Related Work

Many unsupervised representation learning methods have been proposed to embed various networks
into low-dimensional vectors of nodes. Approaches such as DeepWalk [1], node2vec [2] and LINE [3]
learn embeddings for plain networks, where only topological structure information is utilized based
on random walks or edge sampling. The Structural Deep Network Embedding [20] model embeds a
network by capturing the highly non-linear network structure so as to preserve the global and local
structure of the network. Wang et al. [5] incorporate the community structure of network into result
embeddings to preserve both of the microscopic and community structures. Some other work obtains
embeddings for non-plain networks with rich auxiliary information, such as labels, node attributes
1
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and text contents, in addition to the topological structure networks [21, 22]. Hamilton et al. [10]
propose the GraphSAGE model that learns node representations by sampling and aggregating features
from nodes’ local neighbourhoods. Zhang et al. [9] and Gao et al. [23] propose their customized
deep neural network architectures to learn node embeddings, while capturing the underlying high
non-linearity in both topological structure and attributes. CAN [24] is a model that unsupervisedly
learns embedding for both nodes and attributes by their customized DGM. Their results show that
combining different types of auxiliary information, rather than using only the topological features,
can provide different insights of embedding of nodes. Recently, a few approaches embed nodes by
distributions and capture the uncertainty of the embeddings [25, 26, 6]. For example, the KG2E
model [25] represents each entity/relation of knowledge graphs as a Gaussian distribution. In terms
of embedding attributed networks, Aleksandar et al. [6] embed each node as Gaussian distribution
according to the energy-based loss of personalized ranking formulation.
Recently, learning representations of entities for networks by semi-supervised ways has also been
widely studied. Planetoid [11] is a network representation learning model for semi-supervised node
classification but not for capturing affinities between embeddings of nodes and attributes. Kipf
et.al [12] propose a graph convolutional neural network model for attributed networks for semisupervised classification task, which also outputs embedding for nodes only. Liang et.al [13] propose
a semi-supervised learning model, called SEANO, which utilizes dual-input and dual-output deep
neural networks to learn node embedding encompassing information related to structure, attributes,
and labels explicitly alleviating noise effects from outliers. More recently, a semi-supervised deep
generative model for attributed network embedding has been proposed [14], which applies the
generative adversarial nets (GANs) to generates fake samples in low-density areas in networks and
leverages clustering property to help classification. However, it still learns embeddings for nodes
only. Therefore, the embeddings obtained by these models might not be directly utilized in other
applications such as attribute inference and user profiling.

3

Semi-supervised Variational Auto-encoder

The Semi-supervised Variational Auto-encoders (SVAEs) are a kind of generative semi-supervised
models for partially labelled data that learn representations of data by jointly training a probabilistic
encoder, probabilistic decoder as well as a label predictive neural networks [18, 19], while the small
labelled data sets can be generalized to large unlabelled ones. SVAEs have received a lot of attention
due to their wide applicability in domains such as text classification [27], machine translation [28] and
syntactic annotation [29]. In this section, we fist review the construction of an SVAE for homogeneous
entities, and then extend it to the setting of heterogeneous data.
3.1

Semi-supervised Learning for Homogeneous Data

We first consider the homogeneous data that appear as pairs O = {(x1 , y1 ) , . . . , (xN , yN )}, with
yi 2 {0, 1}1⇥K being the one-hot vector representing the label of i-th observation xi 2 RF where K
is the number of classes and F is the feature dimension. In order to incorporate unlabeled data in the
learning process, previous work on deep generative semi-supervised models optimize a variational
bound J on the marginal likelihood for N1 labelled data points and N2 unlabelled data points:
J =

N1
X
i=1

L(xi , yi ) +

N2
X
j=1

U (xj ),

(1)

where L(xi , yi ) is the evidence lower bound (ELBO) for a labelled data point and U (xj ) is the
ELBO for an unlabelled one. Normally, a SVAE model also incorporates a classification loss into Eq.
1 to impose the label posterior inference model q (y|x) to be able to act as a classifier:
J ↵ = J + ↵ · Epel (x,y) [ log q (y|x)] ,
(2)
where hyper-parameter ↵ controls the weight between generative and purely discriminative learning.
While these models are conceptually simple and easy to train, one potential limitation of this approach
is that marginalization over all K classes becomes prohibitively expensive for a large number of
classes. We leave the discussion of the solution for this limitation to subsection 4.2.
Another limitation is that they only learn representations for the homogeneous observations, which
are generated independently according to a homogeneous prior, ignoring that heterogeneous data
3

observations are ubiquitous in the real world. For example, in recommender system items and users
are two independent observations but they are associated with purchase or interaction behaviours.
Many efforts have been paid to co-embedding multiple entities for heterogeneous systems in a fully
unsupervised learning procedure [24, 30]. However, to our knowledge, no model in the literature can
learn embeddings for heterogeneous data with multiple entities in a semi-supervised way. Hence, in
the next subsection we will present a model that allows to learn multiple entity observations having
arbitrary conditional dependency structures and arbitrary label for each type of entity.
3.2

Semi-supervised Learning for Heterogeneous Data

We consider a generalized form of semi-supervised model for heterogeneous data that appear as
triples instead of pairs. Let O = (X , Y, R) be a triple set of the heterogeneous observation data,
where X = (X1 , · · · , XT ) is the entity set with multiple types (e.g. T types), R = {rij | xgi 2
Xg , xhj 2 Xh } is a set containing relationships with rij being the relationship strength of two entities
in same/different types, and Y = (Y1 , · · · , YT ) is the partially labelled set for all types of entities.
Without loss of generality, we can formulate the semi-supervised learning model by first considering
only two entity types, e.g. Xg and Xh . We let Oij = (xgi , xhj , rij , Yl ) be an atomic data point of the
observation where Yl are the labels of entities if there are, Zij = (zgi , zhj , Yu ) be the collection of
latent variables of the two entities where Yu are the predicted labels for entities without a label, and
Y = (Yu , Yl ). Fij = ( (xgi ), (xhj )) is the conditional variables of variational posterior where
is a function taking entities’ feature as input for filtering posteriors. Then, the logarithm marginal
likelihood of Oij can be written as:
log p(Oij )

Eq

(Zij |Fij ) [log p✓ (Oij , Zij )

log q (Zij | Fij )],

(3)

where the joint distribution, i.e. p✓ (Oij , Zij ), can be represented as:
p✓ (Oij , Zij ) = p✓ (xgi , xhj , rij | Zij , Y)p(Y)p(zgi )p(zhj ).

(4)

In most real-world scenarios, such as recommender systems [31] and network embeddings [24],
people only concern about the reconstruction of relations between entities rather than the feature
of the entities, thus p✓ (xgi , xhj , rij | Zij , Y) can be simplified to be p✓ (rij | Zij , Y). With the
mean-field approximate inference of the variational posterior q (Zij | Fij ), Eq. 3 can be written as:
Eq

log p(Oij )
,

(Zij |Fij ) [log p✓ (rij | Zij , Y)]

L(Oij ),

KL(q (Zij | Fij ) | p(zgi )p(zhj ))

(5)

where L(Oij ) is denoted as the ELBO of Oij . Note that can be different types depending on
the heterogeneity of the observation entities. Incorporating an additional weighted discriminative
component as in Eq. 2 leads to the following lower bound for overall observations:
X
J ↵ (O) =
L(Oij ) + ↵ · Epel (x,y) [ log q (y|x)] .
(6)
rij 2R

4

Deep Semi-supervised Attributed Co-embedding

We now turn to the semi-supervised learning problem for the partially labelled attributed networks.
4.1

Problem Definition

Let G = (V, A, A, X, Yl ) be a Partially Labelled Attributed Network, with V and A being the
sets of nodes and attributes, respectively, A 2 RN ⇥N and X 2 RN ⇥M being the weighted adjacency
matrix and node attribute matrix, respectively, where N = |V| is the number of nodes and M = |A|
is the number of attributes. Yl is the label matrix representing the node labels. Since most nodes’
labels are unknown, V can be divided into two subsets: labelled nodes V l and unlabelled nodes V u
with their label matrix being Yl and Yu respectively.
The problem of Semi-supervised Attributed Network Co-embedding is defined as:
4

Problem. Given a partially labelled attributed network G, learn a mapping function ⌅ that satisfies
the following in a semi-supervised way:
⌅

G = (V, A, A, X, Yl ) ! Zn , Za , Yu ,

(7)

such that both network structure, node attributes and the partial labels can be preserved as much as
possible by Zn , Za and Yu , where Zn 2 RN ⇥D and Za 2 RM ⇥D represent the latent representation
matrices for all the nodes and attributes, respectively, and Yu represents the learned labels for all
the unlabelled nodes. Here D is the size of the embeddings.
4.2

The Semi-supervised Co-embedding Model
Emb dd ng & Lab
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sha1_base64="ACobFFr8GSGB5/rUEABDjmO9q8E=">AAAB6nicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pBQori0WFxFQlLDBWYmEsEv1BbVo57k1r1XEi2wFVUd6DhQGEeCA23gan7QAtV7L06Rxb9/gEieDauO63U9ra3tndK+9XDqqHR8e1k2pHx6li2GaxiFUvoBoFl9g23AjsJQppFAjsBrPbwu8+odI8lg9mnqAf0YnkIWfUWGk4iKiZBmH2mA+zNB/V6m7DXQzZBG8FdVhNa1T7GoxjlkYoDRNU677nJsbPqDKcCcwrg1RjQtmMTrBvUdIItZ8tUufkwipjEsbKHmnIQv39IqOR1vMosDeLlHrdK8T/vH5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYFBWQMVfIjJhboExxm5WwKVWUGVtUxZbgrX95EzpXDc/yvQtlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjBQ8AJv8O48O6/Ox7KukrPq7RT+jPP5A9kSkZA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="liMAUgr9Vex/42tMjMY1Upt4G+A=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeBUYWiwqJqUq6wFiJhbFI9IHatHJcp7VqO5HtgKoo/8HCAEKs/Asbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTxJxp47rfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90dJQoQtsk4pHqBVhTziRtG2Y47cWKYhFw2g1mN7nffaRKs0jem3lMfYEnkoWMYGOl4UBgMw3C9CEbpkk2qtbcursAWideQWpQoDWqfg3GEUkElYZwrHXfc2Pjp1gZRjjNKoNE0xiTGZ7QvqUSC6r9dJE6QxdWGaMwUvZJgxbq740UC63nIrCTeUq96uXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKsjwUJhyZCOUVoDFTlBg+twQTxWxWRKZYYWJsURVbgrf65XXSadQ9y+/cWrNR1FGGMziHS/DgCppwCy1oAwEFz/AKb86T8+K8Ox/L0ZJT7JzCHzifPybdktw=</latexit>

Nod F a u
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Zn Zn Y u Y u
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lu
Case 3: Oij
<latexit sha1_base64="v+sqmm2wBG9TmW02Ym/P/lofBUA=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2g1GwCrsqKFaBNHZGMA9I1mV2MknGzD6YuSuGYX/Axl+xsVDE1t7Ov3HyKDTxwMDhnHvv3HuCRHAFjvNt5RYWl5ZX8quFtfWNzS17e6eu4lRSVqOxiGUzIIoJHrEacBCsmUhGwkCwRjCojPzGPZOKx9ENDBPmhaQX8S6nBIzk2wdtYA+gK2YEPrnAWTsk0KdE6KvsVos08zW/y3y76JScMfA8caekiKao+vZXuxPTNGQRUEGUarlOAp4mEjgVLCu0U8USQgekx1qGRiRkytPjazJ8aJQO7sbSvAjwWP3doUmo1DAMTOVoWTXrjcT/vFYK3XNP8yhJgUV08lE3FRhiPIoGd7hkFMTQEEIlN7ti2ieSUDABFkwI7uzJ86R+XHINvz4tlp1pHHm0h/bREXLRGSqjS1RFNUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY1Kas6Y9u+gPrM8fDLScIQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Crl4jGPVF2fHTxTlB3dM1oJP6H4=">AAACAnicbZC7TsMwFIZPuJZSILCyWBQkpiqBAcSE1IWNItGL1JbIcd3W1LnIPkFUUV6AhVdhYQAhHoKNt8FpO0DLkSx9+n/7+Jzfj6XQ6Djf1tLyyuraemGjuFna2t6xd0sNHSWK8TqLZKRaPtVcipDXUaDkrVhxGviSN/1RNfebD1xpEYW3OI55N6CDUPQFo2gkzz7sIH/EtGpakNMLknUCikNGZXqd3aUyybxU3GeeXXYqzqTIIrgzKMOsap791elFLAl4iExSrduuE2M3pQoFkzwrdhLNY8pGdMDbBkMacN1NJ9tk5MgoPdKPlDkhkon6+0VKA63HgW9u5sPqeS8X//PaCfbPu6kI4wR5yKYf9RNJMCJ5NKQnFGcoxwYoU8LMStiQKsrQBFg0IbjzKy9C46TiGr5xoAD7cADH4MIZXMIV1KAODJ7gBd7g3Xq2Xq2PaVxL1iy3PfhT1ucPXLKauw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bhwV6897VXgkbZTGVIdq6mDZYGA=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYFCSmKoEBxFSpCxtFog+pDZHjOq2p85B9g6ii/AALv8LCAEKs7Gz8DU6bAVqOZOnonHuv7z1eLLgCy/o2FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW1zZ7elokRS1qSRiGTHI4oJHrImcBCsE0tGAk+wtjeq5377nknFo/AGxjFzAjIIuc8pAS255mEP2AOkdT0Cn17grBcQGFIi0qvsNhVJ5qb8LnPNilW1JsDzxC5IBRVouOZXrx/RJGAhUEGU6tpWDE5KJHAqWFbuJYrFhI7IgHU1DUnAlJNOrsnwkVb62I+kfiHgifq7IyWBUuPA05X5smrWy8X/vG4C/rmT8jBOgIV0+pGfCAwRzqPBfS4ZBTHWhFDJ9a6YDokkFHSAZR2CPXvyPGmdVG3Nr61KzSriKKF9dICOkY3OUA1dogZqIooe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsf09IFo+jZQ39gfP4AC3ScHQ==</latexit>

Ŷl
Yu
<latexit sha1_base64="fHIEnb5xIsMoDudQOAT0pCAt3jU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gEVyUpgi4LblxWsA9paplMJ+3QySTMTIQagr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48ecKe0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cP2ipKJKEtEvFIdn2sKGeCtjTTnHZjSXHoc9rxJ1e533mgUrFI3OppTPshHgkWMIK1kQb2kTfGOvVCrMd+kN5l2X3Ks4FddWrODGiZuAWpQoHmwP7yhhFJQio04VipnuvEup9iqRnhNKt4iaIxJhM8oj1DBQ6p6qez9Bk6NcoQBZE0T2g0U39vpDhUahr6ZjKPqRa9XPzP6yU6uOynTMSJpoLMDwUJRzpCeRVoyCQlmk8NwUQykxWRMZaYaFNYxZTgLn55mbTrNdfwm/Nqo17UUYZjOIEzcOECGnANTWgBgUd4hld4s56sF+vd+piPlqxi5xD+wPr8AX3+ldU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jLnMG2rxzLXUPJDmEiy7ZKpI3AM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykwRdFlw47KCfUg7LZk004ZmMkOSUcow/+HGhSJu/Rd3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7snxY8G1cZxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bOkoUZS0aiUh1faKZ4JK1DDeCdWPFSOgL1vGnN7nfeWRK80jem1nMvJCMJQ84JcZKg35IzMQP0odskCbZsFJ1as4ceJW4BalCgeaw8tUfRTQJmTRUEK17rhMbLyXKcCpYVu4nmsWETsmY9SyVJGTaS+epM3xulREOImWfNHiu/t5ISaj1LPTtZJ5SL3u5+J/XS0xw7aVcxolhki4OBYnAJsJ5BXjEFaNGzCwhVHGbFdMJUYQaW1TZluAuf3mVtOs11/K7y2qjXtRRglM4gwtw4QoacAtNaAEFBc/wCm/oCb2gd/SxGF1Dxc4J/AH6/AEoHZLg</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ACobFFr8GSGB5/rUEABDjmO9q8E=">AAAB6nicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pBQori0WFxFQlLDBWYmEsEv1BbVo57k1r1XEi2wFVUd6DhQGEeCA23gan7QAtV7L06Rxb9/gEieDauO63U9ra3tndK+9XDqqHR8e1k2pHx6li2GaxiFUvoBoFl9g23AjsJQppFAjsBrPbwu8+odI8lg9mnqAf0YnkIWfUWGk4iKiZBmH2mA+zNB/V6m7DXQzZBG8FdVhNa1T7GoxjlkYoDRNU677nJsbPqDKcCcwrg1RjQtmMTrBvUdIItZ8tUufkwipjEsbKHmnIQv39IqOR1vMosDeLlHrdK8T/vH5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYFBWQMVfIjJhboExxm5WwKVWUGVtUxZbgrX95EzpXDc/yvQtlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjBQ8AJv8O48O6/Ox7KukrPq7RT+jPP5A9kSkZA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="liMAUgr9Vex/42tMjMY1Upt4G+A=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeBUYWiwqJqUq6wFiJhbFI9IHatHJcp7VqO5HtgKoo/8HCAEKs/Asbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTxJxp47rfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90dJQoQtsk4pHqBVhTziRtG2Y47cWKYhFw2g1mN7nffaRKs0jem3lMfYEnkoWMYGOl4UBgMw3C9CEbpkk2qtbcursAWideQWpQoDWqfg3GEUkElYZwrHXfc2Pjp1gZRjjNKoNE0xiTGZ7QvqUSC6r9dJE6QxdWGaMwUvZJgxbq740UC63nIrCTeUq96uXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKsjwUJhyZCOUVoDFTlBg+twQTxWxWRKZYYWJsURVbgrf65XXSadQ9y+/cWrNR1FGGMziHS/DgCppwCy1oAwEFz/AKb86T8+K8Ox/L0ZJT7JzCHzifPybdktw=</latexit>

n

X

Yu

d Lab

<latexit sha1_base64="lRci+iNpZsP/3wf1/7LPfTh7U9I=">AAAB9XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kopEFgYWCwqJKYqYaEjEgtjkeiP1ESV4zitVceObAepirLwKiwMIMSrsPE2OG0HaDnJ8unOn3zfRRln2njet1Pb2t7Z3avvNw6ah0fH7kmzr2WuCO0RyaUaRlhTzgTtGWY4HWaK4jTidBDN7ip/8ESVZlI8mnlGwxRPBEsYwcZKY/csiCSP9Ty1VxGk2EyjpBiW5dhteW1vAbRJ/BVpwQrdsfsVxJLkKRWGcKz1yPcyExZYGUY4LRtBrmmGyQxP6MhSgVOqw2KxQIkurRKjRCp7hEEL9fdEgVNdZbQvq4h63avE/7xRbpJOWDCR5YYKsvwoyTkyElVtoJgpSgyfW4KJYjYrIlOsMDG2s4YtwV9feZP0r9u+1/YfPKjDOVzAFfhwA7dwD13oAYESXuAN3p1n59X5WN
<latexit
sha1_base64="SoARac0V6iE9Hg9Gfl1+IR8t2fU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfURcu3ASL4Kok3ehGLLhxWcE+oAllMpm0QyeTMDMRSgiIv+LGhSKuBD/DnX/jpO1CWy8MczjnXu65J0gZlcpxvo3Kyura+kZ109za3tnds/YPOjLJBCZtnLBE9AIkCaOctBVVjPRSQVAcMNINxtel3r0nQtKE36lJSvwYDTmNKEZKUwPryAsSFspJrL/ci5EaBVHeK4qBVXPqzrTsZeDOQe3qw7x8AIDWwPrywgRnMeEKMyRl33VS5edIKIoZKUwvkyRFeIyGpK8hRzGRfj49oLBPNRPaUSL048qesr8nchTL0qPuLC3KRa0k/9P6mYou/JzyNFOE49miKGO2SuwyDTukgmDFJhogLKj2auMREggrnZmpQ3AXT14GnUbdderurVtrNmBWVTiGEzgDF86hCTfQgjZgKOAJXuDVeDSejTfjfdZaMeYzh/CnjM8fOD6Y5A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="qWgaT67PqAkm5tgqQrDwmK4kzz4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdeHCzWARXJWkG92IBTcuK9gHNKFMJpN26GQmzEyEErLxV7pxoYgrwc9wI/6Nk7YLbb0wzOGce7nnnjBlVGnX/bZWVtfWNzYrW/b2zu7evnNw2FYik5i0sGBCdkOkCKOctDTVjHRTSVASMtIJRzel3nkgUlHB7/U4JUGCBpzGFCNtqL5z7IeCRWqcmC/3E6SHYZx3i6LvVN2aOy24DLw5qF6/21fp5Mtu9p1PPxI4SwjXmCGlep6b6iBHUlPMSGH7mSIpwiM0ID0DOUqICvLpAQU8M0wEYyHN4xpO2d8TOUpU6dF0lhbVolaS/2m9TMeXQU55mmnC8WxRnDGoBSzTgBGVBGs2NgBhSY1XiIdIIqxNZrYJwVs8eRm06zXPrXl3XrVRB7OqgBNwCs6BBy5AA9yCJmgBDAowAc/gxXq0nqxX623WumLNZ47An7I+fgApzZpY</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="lRci+iNpZsP/3wf1/7LPfTh7U9I=">AAAB9XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kopEFgYWCwqJKYqYaEjEgtjkeiP1ESV4zitVceObAepirLwKiwMIMSrsPE2OG0HaDnJ8unOn3zfRRln2njet1Pb2t7Z3avvNw6ah0fH7kmzr2WuCO0RyaUaRlhTzgTtGWY4HWaK4jTidBDN7ip/8ESVZlI8mnlGwxRPBEsYwcZKY/csiCSP9Ty1VxGk2EyjpBiW5dhteW1vAbRJ/BVpwQrdsfsVxJLkKRWGcKz1yPcyExZYGUY4LRtBrmmGyQxP6MhSgVOqw2KxQIkurRKjRCp7hEEL9fdEgVNdZbQvq4h63avE/7xRbpJOWDCR5YYKsvwoyTkyElVtoJgpSgyfW4KJYjYrIlOsMDG2s4YtwV9feZP0r9u+1/YfPKjDOVzAFfhwA7dwD13oAYESXuAN3p1n59X5WNZVc1a9ncIfOJ8/Y2eVzw==</latexit>

la
Case 4: Oia
<latexit sha1_base64="g7KBtDlxEIQg2nXYW5R0O+0ubCw=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYFCSmKkGVQEyVurBRJPqQmlA5rtNadR6ybxBVlB9g4VdYGECIlZ2Nv8FpM0DLkWwdnXOvfe/xYsEVWNa3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/ttFSWSshaNRCS7HlFM8JC1gINg3VgyEniCdbxxI/c790wqHoW3MImZG5BhyH1OCWipbx47wB4gbegncO0SZ05AYESJSK+zu1SQrJ9yfZkVq2pNgReJXZAKKtDsm1/OIKJJwEKggijVs60Y3JRI4FSwrOwkisWEjsmQ9TQNScCUm063yfCJVgbYj6Q+IeCp+rsjJYFSk8DTlfmwat7Lxf+8XgL+hZvyME6AhXT2kZ8IDBHOo8EDLhkFMdGEUMn1rJiOiCQUdIBlHYI9v/IiaZ9Vbc1vapW6VcRRQofoCJ0iG52jOrpCTdRCFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz5mpUtG0XOA/sD4/AHhzJwF</latexit>

X̂
<latexit sha1_base64="+1RelwM/wKbm/4c5CjBEPLxkcpA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRF0GXBjcsK9gFNKJPppB06eTBzUyihf+LGhSJu/RN3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTpFJodJxvq7K1vbO7V92vHRweHZ/Yp2ddnWSK8Q5LZKL6AdVciph3UKDk/VRxGgWS94LpfeH3ZlxpkcRPOE+5H9FxLELBKBppaNvehGLuRRQnQZj3F4uhXXcazhJkk7glqUOJ9tD+8kYJyyIeI5NU64HrpOjnVKFgki9qXqZ5StmUjvnA0JhGXPv5MvmCXBllRMJEmRcjWaq/N3IaaT2PAjNZRNTrXiH+5w0yDO/8XMRphjxmq0NhJgkmpKiBjITiDOXcEMqUMFkJm1BFGZqyaqYEd/3Lm6TbbLiGP97UW82yjipcwCVcgwu30IIHaEMHGMzgGV7hzcqtF+vd+liNVqxy5xz+wPr8ASB3k+o=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Jfr6mm8jgH2wezmSRzyBoxTf/3w=">AAAB7nicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tVaNbN4NFcFUSN7oU3LisYH+gCWUynbRDJ5Mwc1MoIW/ixoUiPo4738ZJ24W2Xhj4OGeGe+ZEmRQGPe/bqe3s7u0f1A8bR83jk1P3rNkzaa4Z77JUpnoQUcOlULyLAiUfZJrTJJK8H80eKr8/59qIVD3jIuNhQidKxIJRtNLIdYMpxSJIKE6juBiU5chteW1vOWQb/DW0YD2dkfsVjFOWJ1whk9SYoe9lGBZUo2CSl40gNzyjbEYnfGhR0YSbsFgmL8mVVcYkTrU9CslS/f2ioIkxiySyN6uIZtOrxP+8YY7xXVgIleXIFVstinNJMCVVDWQsNGcoFxYo08JmJWxKNWVoy2rYEvzNL29D76btW37yoA4XcAnX4MMt3MMjdKALDObwAm/w7hTOq/OxqqvmrHs7hz/jfP4AxraSlg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="WPF7oAgRkE4tBe5JijkgIvpDTrY=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tJNsAiuStKNLgtuXFawD2hCmUwn7dDJJMzcFErIn7hxoYhb/8Sdf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXe+aEqeAaXffb2tre2d3brx3UD4+OT07ts/OeTjJFWZcmIlGDkGgmuGRd5CjYIFWMxKFg/XB2X/r9OVOaJ/IJFykLYjKRPOKUoJFGtu1PCeZ+THAaRvmgKEZ2w226SzibxKtIAyp0RvaXP05oFjOJVBCth56bYpAThZwKVtT9TLOU0BmZsKGhksRMB/kyeeFcG2XsRIkyT6KzVH9v5CTWehGHZrKMqNe9UvzPG2YY3QU5l2mGTNLVoSgTDiZOWYMz5opRFAtDCFXcZHXolChC0ZRVNyV461/eJL1W0zP80W20W1UdNbiEK7gBD26hDQ/QgS5QmMMzvMKblVsv1rv1sRrdsqqdC/gD6/MHHzeT5g==</latexit>
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an attribute. We can easily obtain the ELBOs for these five types of atomic observations according
ll
uu
lu
la
to Eq. 5, namely, L(Oij
) for case 1, U (Oij
) for case 2, M(Oij
) for case 3, B(Oia
) for case 4 and
ua
1
C(Oia ) for case 5, respectively .
Once all the ELBOs for the above five cases are obtained, we can obtain the variational bound on the
marginal likelihood for the entire adjacency matrix and node attribute matrix as follows:
X
X
X
ll
uu
lu
J (A, X, Yl ) =
L(Oij
)+
U (Oij
)+
M(Oij
)
i2V u ,j2V u

i,j2V l

+

X

i2V l ,a2A

la
B(Oia
)

+

X

i2V u ,a2A

i2V l ,j2V u

ua
C(Oia
).

(8)

In the objective function of Eq. 8, the first three terms on right-hand side are the ELBOs on the
marginal likelihood of edges, while the other two terms are the bound loss for attributes. To make
our model more flexible to govern the loss between the edge data points and the attribute data points,
we introduce an adjustable hyper-parameter that balances reconstruction accuracy between edges
and attributes. In addition, similar to [19], we wish the parameters of our predictive distribution, i.e.
q c (Yv | (Fnv )), can also be trained within the labelled nodes based on their feature Fnv ; therefore,
we add a classification loss to Eq. 8 and introduce a hyper-parameter ↵ to govern the relative weight
between generative and purely discriminative models, which results in the following loss:
X
X
X
ll
uu
lu
J (A, X, Yl ) = ·
L(Oij
)+
U (Oij
)+
M(Oij
)
+ (1

)·

X

i,j2V l

i2V l ,a2A

la
B(Oia
)+

i2V u ,j2V u

X

i2V u ,a2A

i2V l ,j2V u

ua
C(Oia
) + ↵ · Ev⇠V l [ log q c (Yv | (Fnv ))] . (9)

Optimization. The parameters, i.e. ✓ = (✓ e , ✓ a ) and = ( n , a , c ) (Fig. 2), of the generative
and inference networks are jointly trained by optimizing Eq. 9 using gradient descent2 .
We assume the priors and the variational posteriors of Zn and Za to be Gaussian distributions, then
the KL-divergence terms in Eq. 9 have analytical forms. However, analytical solutions of expectations
w.r.t. these two variational posteriors are still intractable in the general case. To address this problem,
we can reduce the problem of estimating the gradient w.r.t. parameters of the posterior distribution to
the simpler problem of estimating the gradient w.r.t. parameters of a deterministic function, which
is called the reparameterization trick [18, 32]. Specifically, we sample noise ✏ ⇠ N (0, ID ) and
reparameterize Zni = µ n + ✏ n (or Zai = µ a + ✏ a for attributes). By doing so, the value of
Zni (or Zai ) is deterministic given both the parameters of variational posterior distributions, so that
n (or
the stochasticity in the sampling process is isolated and the gradient with respect to µ n and
n
a
a ) can be back-propagated through the sampled Z
µ a and
(or
Z
).
i
i
However, this trick is unavailable for optimizing the parameters of the latent label distribution
q c (Yiu | Fni ), because the categorical distribution is not reparameterizable. Kingma et.al [19]
approach this by marginalizing out Yiu over all classes, so that for unlabelled data, inference is still
on q c (Yiu | Fni ) for each Yiu . As we have mentioned in subsection 3.1, this simple solution is
prohibitively expensive for a large number of classes, especially in our case where we have double
expectation over q c (Yiu | Fni ) and q c (Yju | Fnj ) (factorized from q c (Yiu , Yju | Fni , Fnj ) of
uu
U (Oij
), please refer to Eq. 18 in the supplementary material). In this paper, we alleviate this by
applying the Gumbel-Softmax trick.
The Gumbel-Softmax trick [33, 34] provides a continuous and differentiable approximation to draw
categorical samples Yiu from a categorical distribution with class probabilities ⇡ c :
exp(log ⇡ c ,k + gk )/⌧
u
Yik
= PK
,
(10)
c
k=1 exp(log ⇡ ,k + gk )/⌧
where {gk }K
k=1 are i.i.d. samples drawn from the Gumbel(0, 1) distribution, and ⌧ is the softmax
temperature which is set to be 0.2 in our experiments. Samples from the Gumbel-Softmax distribution
become one-hot when ⌧ ! 0 and smooth when ⌧ > 0. With this trick, Gumbel-Softmax allows us to
backpropagate through Yiu ⇠ q c (Yu | Fn ) for single sample gradient estimation.
1

The detail derivations of the five ELBOs can be found in the supplementary material.
The implementation details of the inference and generative networks are given in our supplementary
material.
2
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5

Experiments

The research questions guiding the remainder of this paper are: (RQ1) How is performance of our
SCAN in semi-supervised node classification task? (RQ2) Can our SCAN perform better than other
models in the attribute inference task, where capturing the affinities between nodes and attributes is
crucial? (RQ3) Can our SCAN learn meaningful embeddings for the task of network visualizations?
5.1

Experimental Settings

To evaluate the performance of our SCAN model on semi-supervised node classification task,
four state-of-the-art semi-supervised network embedding methods are included for comparisons:
Planetoid-T [11], GCN [12], SEANO [13] and GraphSGAN [14]. We also evaluate the learned
embeddings of SCAN by the attribute inference task, comparing to four attribute inference baselines:
SAN [16], EdgeExp [35], BLA [15] and CAN [24]. All experiments of this paper are conducted
base on three real-world attributed networks, i.e. Pubmed [12], BlogCatalog [36] and Flickr [36].
For our SCAN model, the inferred embeddings of nodes can be directly used as the input features
of a classifier to predict the class labels. Here we apply Support Vector Machine (SVM) as our
classifier, which we refer to it as SCAN_SVM. In addition, the inference model of SCAN (i.e. the
discriminative network) also infers the latent labels for all the unlabelled nodes during the inference
process, which can be used as another classifier, namely the SCAN_DIS. 1
Table 1: Performance of semi-supervised node classification. The best and the second best performance runs per metric per dataset are marked in boldface and underlined, respectively.
Method
SEANO
Planetoid-T
GCN
GraphSGAN
SCAN_SVM
SCAN_DIS

5.2

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

ACC

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

ACC

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

ACC

.841
.815
.838
.839
.847†
.850†

.845
.825
.847
.842
.852†
.858†

.850
.823
.850
.841
.851
.862†

.738
.721
.286
.697
.747†
.749†

.748
.743
.291
.715
.750
.753†

.741
.733
.309
.702
.747†
.750†

.627
.803
.509
.698
.820†
.829†

.635
.811
.527
.703
.829†
.832†

.648
.817
.538
.719
.835†
.839†

Results

Semi-supervised Node Classification. To answer (RQ1), we conduct semi-supervised node classification experiments in the three networks. Specifically, we randomly select 10% of nodes as the
labelled nodes, train our SCAN model to obtain the embeddings of nodes and predict the labels for
the unlabelled nodes by the discriminator, and then feed the obtained embeddings of nodes into an
SVM classifier to predict the labels. We repeatedly this process 10 times and report the average
performance. As for evaluation metrics, we employ macro F1 (Ma_F1), micro F1 (Mi_F1) and
accuracy (ACC) to measure the performance of semi-supervised node classification. Tab. 1 shows the
result of our SCAN methods and other four baseline methods on our datasets2 . As shown in the table,
both our SCAN_DIS and SCAN_SVM can outperform the baseline models, and SCAN_DIS always
achieves the best performance in all the metrics with significant improvement. It is worth noting that
while some baselines like SEANO and GCN perform poorly on BlogCatalog dataset, our methods,
both SCAN_DIS and SCAN_SVM, can still achieve significantly better performance. This result
shows that our model is not only capable of accurately classifying the nodes by the discriminative
network, but also capable of learning effective representations of nodes for the attributed networks.
Attribute Inference. Subsequently, we answer RQ3 and aim at understanding the performance of
SCAN and the baselines over attribute inference task. Attribute inference aims at predicting the value
of attributes of the nodes. In this task, we take four state-of-the-art attribute inference algorithms,
1
Other experimental setting details and parameter sensitivity analysis of our model can be found in supplementary material, due to the space limitation.
2
In each dataset, significant improvements over the comparative methods (other than ours) are marked with
†
(paired t-test, p < .05)
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namely SAN [16], EdgeExp [35] BLA [15] and CAN [24], as our baselines for performance comparison. We adopt the same experimental setting as in [37, 12], we randomly divide all edges into
three sets, i.e., the training (85%), validating (5%) and testing (10%) sets, and employ area under the
ROC curve (AUC) and average precision (AP) scores as evaluation metrics to measure the attribute
inference performance. Tab. 2 presents the attribute inference performance of our SCAN and the
baseline models in the three attributed networks. We can observe that our model outperforms all the
baseline models in all the datasets, and the improvement is significant in Pubmed and BlogCatalog
networks. This can be explained by the fact that our SCAN optimizes a loss function consisting of
the reconstruction error of all the attributes. This again shows that our co-embedding model can
learn effective representations for both nodes and attributes where the infinities between nodes and
attributes can be effectively captured and measured.
Method
EdgeExp
SAN
BLA
CAN
SCAN

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

.586
.579
.622
.670
.713†

.576
.572
.602
.652
.682†

.678
.653
.730
.867
.874†

.685
.660
.769
.868
.871

.684
.694
.787
.867
.893†

.744
.710
.792
.865
.895†

Table 2: Attribute inference
performance. The best runs
per metric per dataset are
marked in boldface.

Network Visualization. Finally, to further evaluate the qualities of embeddings in our approach, we
make a comparison on the visualization of node representation in Fig. 3. Specifically, we obtain all
the 64-dimensional embeddings of nodes for each comparison methods, then use the t-SNE tool [38]
to transfer them into 2-D vectors and plot these vectors on 2-D planes. We can find that our approach
can achieve more compact and separated clusters compared with the baseline methods. This result
can also explain why our approach achieves better performance on node classification task. We
also visualize the variances of each node representation by ellipsoids, where the 2-D variances are
obtained by dividing all the dimension into two groups and then calculating average variances of
them. We see that some of these nodes have large variances as their features are relatively sparser,
resulting in more uncertainty of their representations.

(a) GCN

(b) SEANO

(c) Planetoid-T

(d) SCAN

Figure 3: 2-D visualization of the inferred embeddings on the BlogCatalog dataset. The same
colour indicates the same class label. Ellipsoids surrounding the nodes in our model are the averaged
variances indicating the uncertainty of their embeddings. Note that the ellipsoids of our model need
to be zoomed in to be visible.

6

Conclusion

We aim at solving the problem of embedding attributed networks in a semi-supervised way. We
showed how the SVAE can be generalized to the heterogeneous data, and proposed a semi-supervised
co-embedding model (called SCAN) to solve the problem. Our SCAN learns low-dimensional
Gaussian embeddings for both nodes and attributes in the same semantic space in a semi-supervised
way, such that the affinities between nodes and their attributes and the similarities among nodes can
be effectively measured with the uncertainty can be preserved. Meanwhile, it is also able to learn an
effective discriminative model to generalize from small labelled data to large unlabelled ones. Our
experiments showed that our SCAN model can yield excellent and better performance compared with
the state-of-the-art baselines in various applications, including semi-supervised node classification
and attribute inference, and leverage the expressive power to obtain high-quality representations of
both nodes and attributes. As to future work, we intend to extend our SCAN model to heterogeneous
networks, and embed nodes and attributes for dynamic attributed networks.
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